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INTRODUCTION

Why Brittany? A combination of factors conspired to make this our choice for the summer of 1987, although the

possibility of cruising our Wayfarer in the area had seeds sown many years earlier. It was in 1975: that we spent

a week at the French National Sailing centre in Quiberon, and our explorations in our free time had led us to

the Gulf of Morbihan. The blue water, sunshine and wooded islands were instantly appealing, and looked to be ideal'

Wayfarer territory, but it was the sight of Belle Ile on the horizon which remained in our memories long after,

and which was filed away to be visited "one day". Our Wayfarer, a Mark 2 composite boat called "Collegium Aureum",

is a well travelled craft. As well as numerous race meetings, for we are racers as well as cruisers, and see no

reason not to be equally enthusiastic for both of these aspects of sailing, we have trailed her to Yugoslavia, to

Denmark, to Germany, to the Fnjesian Islands, and to the Netherlands. After the miserable summer -of 1986, when we

went "big boat" cruising, we decided to look for sun, and as we felt Greece to be too far to travel comfortably,

France seemed the next possibility. The memory of Belle Ile surfaced, and the choice was made.

We are both teachers, and so although we are fortunate in the length of our summer break, have no choice in its

timing. We decided to cross overnight from Portsmouth to Cherbourg, to get maximum discount on fares, and

then travel to Rennes to stay with a friend theire overnight, before moving on to launch at Vannes. Besides being

convenient from Rennes, we had read the Wayfarer log of "Restless in Brittany", and knew that we should find

good launching facilities.

We borrowed pilot books from the library, to read up before making any plans, and even then left ourselves maximum

flexibility. We woul,d like to go north to the Iles de Glenans, but on the other hand would like to go south to

La Rochelle. The best plan would be to make no plan, and see which way the wind took us. The Morbihan sounded

1 teresting in itself. 'even though the 8knot tides sounded formidable. We certainly planned to take a heavier kedge
-.. 
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anchor than normal, and extra mooring warps, and after some deliberation also planned to take an outboard engine.

Some cruises we have made using only oars as our secondary means of propulsion, but in.these conditions we felt

an engine would allow more flexibility, and a margin of safety if required.

Unusually for us we were ready prepared when the time came for us to leave, perhaps because we had already taken

the Wayfarer abroad earlier in the year, and had left all of the equipment fairly accessible to use again. We

had been sailing at our club regularly, so knew that''the boat was m good'o'bder, even though her varnish work is

starting to look a little the worse for wear. We trailed the boat to Sussex, to visit families before disappearing

for a month, and then drove to Portsmouth to catch the ferry. We had not been able to book a cabin, but by visiting

the purser on board managed to aquire two berths. Neither of us slept much however, and by the time we were becoming

drowsy it was time to arrive, so we were bleary eyed as we drove through customs and immigration. and headed south.

We reached our friends house in Rennes at 9a.m., and after a welcome coffee and a quick -chat we sz-epted the offer

of showers and a sleep with alacrity. In mid afternoon we emerged refreshed and ready to be sociable - how

lovely it is to have old friends who accept you just as you are! Our holiday then started in earnest, as we -

relaxed in a sunny garden, with chilled muscadet and nibbles, before lighting the barbeque for our evening meal.

We decided that if all of our holiday was as good as its beginning, then France was an excellent choice. Although

we had been looking forward to getting afloat, we relaxed so completely with our friends hospitality, aided by

their exeellent cellar, that we stayed an extra day, and even then it was hard to tear ourselves away. Still, at

last the time came, and in a torrential thunderstorm we took the road to the coast.

The journey was very straightforward, and two hours later we drove into Vannes,. and the weather improved. The harbour

was easy to locate, but the two slipways at the end of the moorings by the town seemed very steep indeed. I went

to the harbour office, and tried my rusty French on the girl in charge, to explain that we were looking for somewhere



to m.wt h our dinghy nearby, and that we would also like a berth for the night if possible. She gave me directions

to a slipway about a mile down river, which we found with little problem, and proved wide and shallow for launching,

Robin then motored the dinghy back upstream into the marina berth we had been allocated, while I drove the car back

to the car park adjacent to the moorings. We looked for somewhere to leave the car and trailer securely, but

everywhere that appeared likely was closed by the time we started looking, and in the end we decided to leave them

in the car park, with the trailer securely padlocked onto the car, the trolley to the trailer, and to trust to luck.

We then put the tenit up, and revived ourselves with a shower.

As we sat in the tent relaxing, our neighbours from a small Westerley 22footer arrived back, and we heard them

discussing our boat, and correctly identifying us as a Wayfarer. Deciding to be sociable we emerged and started to

chat, as he asked us our plans. "You are not by any chance the Wayfarer I saw in the German Frisian islands about

four years ago at Whitsun time are you?", he enquired, and after a quick calculation we realised it was indeed us

that he had seen - a fantastic coincidence, as we had only seen two British boats during that whole trio! We

then learnt about his voyage to Brittany, and aquired names of places recommended to visit, good restaurants,

and other cruising information.

The next day we got up late, had showers, did some laundry, and shopped in Vannes. The town is at the end of a

canal, which is closed by a lock gate, so times of entering and leaving are strictly governed by this. We

planned to leave in the late afternoon, and make a short passage to one of the islands for the night.

At 17.5Q we left the marina, sailing under genoa with the wind right behind us, down the canal, through the lock

towards the gulf. At 18.10 we hoisted the mainsail and continued, past Ile de Boedig, where we turned ;outh

and followed the channel leading between the islands until we saw a likely looking beach on the Ile D'Arz to our

right. Sailing cautiously in, looking for obstructions as we went, we landed in a small bay with a shrgly beach

at 19.25. Dropping the anchor astern as we came in, the bow anchor was taken ashore, and we landed at high water

so we could stay beached comfortablv all nierht. bWrrcQ Fc do4 5)_
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I SATURDAY 25TH JULY ILE D'ARZ TOWARDS HOUAT

06.55 Shipping forecast - Biscay N or N.E. 3 / 4. Fair. Mainly mod / good, with fog patches on coast.

We took the shipping forecast - with the hour time difference, this comes at quite a civilized time! Packing up

started immediately, so that we were ready to float off at high water. At 08.02 we floated off, and sailed off

under jib, hoisting the main once we were clear of the beach, heading towards the sea. At 08.50 we were at the

south end of the Ile aux Moines, and as we felt that we were going to arrive at the mouth of the Morbihan in the

middle of the ebb, rather than towards low water as we would prefer, we picked up a mooring in the Anse de Penhap.

This was a beautiful spot, and we lay around drinking coffee and watching birds and human activity nearby.

Before sailing we went in to the small slipway, and talked to a local sailor who was putting his boat ashore for a

scrub. He said that the entrance to the Morbihan was more "impressive" than "dangereuse", and that with the

exception of the Grand Mouton rock, the tide would sweep you away from other dangers. He also told us not to worry

if we were caught in an eddy and ended up going out backwards, as this was quite normal! I did not find this very

reassuring - I like to see where I am going!

10.22 Off-again, having tied one reef in the main, as the wind appeared to be increasing, and if we were to shoot

backwards out of the Morbihan, we would like to feel we had a semblance of control. Rounding the Ile aux Moines

towards the narrows, we had a short but VERY choppy beat in force 3 / 4 over a very strong tide. I had not put

my waterproof trousers on, and ended up dripping wet and cold, which was not an auspicious start. At one stage,

off Tle Longue, there appeared to be a visible "step" in the water level, and we saw several boats sailing forwards

but moving backwards, including a large cruiser who abandoned the attempt to enter and put into Port Navalo. We

travelled fast, until at 10.55 we were shot out through the entrance like a cork from a bottle, and set off towards

Houat_ It was a beautiful morning, and we changed our plans to head for Belle Ile, giving us a much longer sai



but after about half an hour realized that we would not reach the Passage de la Teignouse before the tide changed.

There seemed no point in trying to fight an adverse tide, so were reverted to plan A,. and altered course again for

Houat. Wind and sea steadily built up to NNW 5. We were surfing down the waves far too fast for safety, and as

we approached Houat we dropped the mainsail and ran in under jib, passing between the Er Yoc'h rock and the island,

landing in Treac'h Goured at 13.15. Our main anchor was dropped astern as we came in, and the kedge taken ashore

onto the beautiful sandy beach.

Houat (pronounced WHAT with the "A" as in HAT) was lovely, and quite unspoilt despite the number of visitors.

There are two beaches - the one we had landed on, and Treac'h Salus on the south of the island, both absolutely
superb sandy beaches, and although a popular anchoragoyrwas uncrowded, with room for huge sandcastle building

operations, games of tennis, and of course for sunbathing. Many boats were anchored off in the clear water,

with an international saMple. We met and talked to a Canadian, a Belgian and a German, and were told there had

been an American anchored there earlier.

In order to go ashore for a-walk, we rigged up an anchoring system which allowed the boat to lie offshore on the

rising tide, but so that we could still pull it in when we wanted to get on board..

JF titc '^ett stero ket When you want to recover the boat, you tug the
al eoos\: stern line so the slip knot opens, and pull the

-|boat ashore on the bow line. Dead simple as

long as the slip knot slips.

The village of Houat (Houat means "duck" in Breton) is very small, with a couple of general stores, a bakers, a

chemist, a butchers, and two hotels. The harbour, Port St.Gildas, is not really for yachts, but intended for the



local fishing flIeet and ferry. A few yachts do go in, but it is open to some swell, and muist be very noisy.

The rest .>)f the ilrdis sandy scrub, and undeveloped. As we, walked boack we found an ideal Wayfarer "h'" (-at

already occupied by someone else, at the far end of our beach, tucked in behind a short rock brealkwater. Wef!e

the information mentally for a future visit.

At high water we landed our boat and pulled it ashore before rigging the tent. There were three Uk

anchored just off, open ketches with the scouts sleeping on board with na tent-. - I was glad for them that it Ild

not rain. Just as we were goinlg to bed, someone shone a torch on the tent, and especially on the W 1

we have stuck on. Robin commented loudly on how rude this was, but the torch did not go away* s-. he pu., ico

out ready to do battle. 'However it proved to be two French policemen inspecting us, so they all exc"a"sg d

cles-antnrie: bef'ore they moved off and Robin camie back to bed. With the exception of a young mzr. ; ,-p i.og mU an

3 fnflatabe further .iong the beach, we had the place to ourselves, and a quiet, comfortable night.

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Xt\iSt4 .nce

i~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~2.I ' bI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ake





J SUNDAY 26TH JUNE HOUAT TOWARDS BELLE IE

05.30 We were up early ready to haul ourselves off the beach at the top of the tide. The water had not yet reached

the bow, and after waiting, looking again at our tidetables, checking our watches, we decided that the tide was

turning without reaching the height it had the previous evening. We then struggled to launch the boat without the

benefit of a roller in place. The best technique seemed to be to rock the boat violently, whilst at the same

time pulling it hard as a wave came up. It is more difficult to get the boat off forwards, as there is nothing

to give lift. On the other hand we prefer to sleep stern up the beach because it gives a flatter bed, and neither

of us likes sleeping head down. The boat crept down the beach inches at a time, until we finally floated - of

course it was too early for anyone to be around to beg some helping muscles. We had left the tent up for this

performance, which had been intended to take just a few minutes, so now we laid to our main anchor and tried to get

some more sleep.

06.55 Shipping forecast. Biscay Northerly 4 / 5 Fair. Good.

We abandoned the idea of extra sleep after a little while. The early morning exercise had woken us both up,

and the swell coming into the bay made me feel queasy at anchor, so we decided to drop the tent and go. Just

before leaving I decided to make a last visit to the sand dunes, and pulled us in to shallow water before

jumping overboard to paddle ashore. Unfortunately I was misled about the depth by the. clarity of the

water, and leapt overboard up to my waist. Robin fell about laughing as I dripped ashore and back, and then had

to change before we sailed.

08.03 We hauled up the anchor and got underway, having tied a reef in the main. Our destination today was

Belle Ile, and we made good time with a fresh breeze. At 08.25 we were abeam Beg Pell, at 08.35 abeam Ile aux

Cheveaux, and 08.45 abeam Le Pot Du Fer. We passed through the Chaussee de L'Ile aux Chevaux, which is the

channel between Houat and the chain of rocky uninhabited islets called the Iles aux Chevaux. We. then headed for



he nor ern corner of Belle Ile, with our sheets just eased. The wind was NW 3 / 4, visibility was good, and I
although the sea was lumpy, and a rolling swell, it was a good sailing morning. At 09.00 we eased sheets and

bore away for Le Palais harbour, which we entered at 10.00. This was very impressive on the north side, with the

old citadel towering over and dominating the harbour. We sailed close under the walls and into the old drying

harbour, where we took.the bottom at 10.15.

The old harbour was an attractive spot, with quay on three sides, lined with shops, restaurants and bars. At

the municipal camp site up the hill you could get showers in the mornings and afternoons(except Sunday), and showers

were also available at the yacht club overlooking the outer ferry harbour. There was a problem about spending the -

night where we were, as the bottom was strewn with rocks and debris, and we didnot like the idea of drifting

down onto anything suspect, plus the fact that it was awkward to get ashore when afloat. We decided instead to

lock through into the next basin when the gates opened, and spend the night in the "wet lock". At 17.00 the

lock opdned, and a large number of French cruisers rushed to get through the narrow entrance at the same time.

The standard of seamanship was apalling, with boats pushing and shoving, boats colliding, and the air turning a

little blue. We were a little fearful of getting crushed in the melee, but we slipped through safely and found a

spot by the wall to tie up, with a ladder by the bow, as the wall was so high that we could not have climbed up any

other way. The lock became very crowded, with boats several deep, but our space was too small for anyone else.

As we went ashore for a meal we watched the gates being closed - a very primitive procedure. To shut the gate, a

wire was attatched, and a lever action hoist used to pull it to. The gates themselves seemed to be in very poor

condition, and if they disintegrated during the summer, chaos would ensue.

We thought the town would be quite prosperous, becauseof the tourism, but it had a slightly run down air, with

much peeling paintwork and general neglect. Rather diappointing in fact, as was our meal at the yacht club, where

we chose to eat. There was no one else there until just before we left, so we ate in solitary state, with no

\ "atmosphere". My food was good, but Robin's grilled sole was so dried out it was like leather, and had to be replace
b ish,o dC-or f Toba *#v b it -' I
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I MOUEAY 27TH JULY LE PALAIS TOWARDS SAUZON

06.55 Shipping forecast - Biscay NW 3 / 4 / 5 Mainly fair Moderate or good.

As soon as the shipping forecast finished we started to drop the tent, as the lock was due to open at 7.30a.m.,

and then not again until 5.30 in the evening - the lock only worked for an hour before and after high water,

provided this was during the day. We were interested to see how fast we could pack when we had to, and were

delighted to find we were underway at 7.20a.m., which we thought was pretty good.. We had of course prepared somewhat

the night before, packing away as much as we could then, and making a flask of coffee.for breakfast to save keeping

the stove out - we never eat cooked breakfasts, so that is not a problem.

07.25 saw us passing through the gates and tieing up alongside a slipway in the inner harbour so that I could go

shopping for baguettes and other similar essentials. I bought some croissants too, so we had some more coffee, and

eat these while we talked to a frenchman on a boat tied nearby. He strongly recommended that we visit the north

of the island, which he said was very beautiful, and so we decided to do this before crossing to Port Haliguen on

the mainland.

At 09.46 we got underway, heading out of the harbour and turning to beat up the coast to the north. The wind

was NNW / NW 3 to 4, with wind over tide, and the sea was very lumpy indeed. We smashed our way along, with waves

coming over the foredeck and over the washboards. We tried hugging the shore closely, but it was as bad, and we

had a very uncomfortable passage. Luckily the port of Sauzon appeared shortly, and we decided it looked inviting,

so abandoning temporarily our plan to sail round the island and cross to the mainland, we bore off and reached

into the harbour. At 11.15 we picked up a mooring in the inner harbour, and waited until the tide dropped and we

could wade ashore in our wellies.

Sauzon proved to be a very attractive village, and we were glad we had visited. We spent some time walking round,3 looking at the harbour, and occaisionally checkine the sea stant,it,,tA - t otl lr.rd,nA



caps, so we made plans to stay the night. There were two parts to the harbour - the inner part drying completely,

and the outer where boats could remain afloat. Boats here anchored off, and then took a line ashore to rings on

a ledge which goes underwater at about half tide. We&watched an English boat come in, have a look, stand off

while they prepared, and then moor very smoothly with minimum fuss.

While the tide was out we reconnoitered an overnight spot for ourselves, near to a ladder up the wall, and with sand

to sit on. We took a couple of transits to locate it again later. By 14.00 the tide had risen enough to float

us, so we walked the boat up to our chosen spot. Robin had already laid our anchor out at low water, and we picked

up the mooring line on our transits. The choice of position was important, as there were numerous rocks strewn

among the sand and mud, and we wanted a good spot when we took the bottom at night.

Another look at the sea showed that walking was a good choice for the afternoon, so we walked the 3 miles each way

to the "Grotte de L'Apothecaire"!, a very spectacular cave on the north west coast, with beautiful swirling turquoise

water and foamy white breakers. In stormy weather it must be breathtaking, and was definitely worth the walk.

In the evening we hopped from boat to boat to get ashore, and went4to a local cafe for an excellent sea food meal,

with fresh whole crab, mackerel pate, grilled sardines and cheese. We sat out on the balcoAy, albeit with our

coats on to eat, as the harbour activity was fascinating, and finally we returned to the boat. feeling well fed and

contented.

]ISsita.ce %or dc 5.S.i
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ITUESDlAY 28TH JULY SAUZON TOWARDS PORT HALIGUEN

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay NW 4 / 5 Fair. Good.

We got up and had a shower at the public showers on the quay - 7francs - and did a little shopping before looking

at the sea and deciding that the weather and sea state were much improved, so we would sail for the mainland.

At 11.01 the anchored was weighed, and we got underway with one reef in the main, hoisting the jib in the harbour.

As we sailed out we fell in with a British Westerley Conway, who was also leaving. It turned out that the

owner, David Urry, had been a Wayfarer owner, and that we had sailed with his brother at Emsworth - a small world.

Passing the entrance buoy at 11.12, we set a course for the Passage de la Teignouse, which leads through the rocks

to the mainland. The wind was NNW 3, the weather fine, and the visibility moderate. There was the appearance of

heavy rain over the coast, which we hoped would be gone before we caught up with it. At 11.20 we shook out the reef,

as we were travelling comfortably, and at 13.26 the Coue vas Sud was abeam, marking the start of the Passage.

By now we were on a dead run, and the tide which had to start with been pushing us strongly to the west, came

ahead as we got nearer the Passage, so that it was a real struggle. The British boat that we had watched moorirg

the day before left Sauzon shortly after us, and had been catching us until we came onto the dead run, when we

pulled away from him quite steadily. We altered course to leave the Basse Nouvelle buoy to starboard, taking a

short cut, This buoy was abeam at 14.05, and we then came hard on the wind to beat towards Port Haliguen. This

was a real contrast to the beat of yesterday, as the Quiberon peninsular gave shelter, and the water was quite flat,

so we made good time and enjoyed the sail.

15.00 saw us tied up in the vast marina at Port Haliguen. There were some problems convincing the harbourmaster

that we were only 4.8m long - a problem we have encountered before! - but managed to get a "box" in the end. We

treated the boat to a good clean up, hosing down to get rid of sand and seaweed. In spite of this very thorough
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WEDNESDAY 29TH JULY PORT HALIGUEN TOWARDS THE VILLAINE RIVER

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay NE 3 / 4 occ 5 in S, NW 5 / 6 in N. Fair. Good, or moderate.

We went to the bank first thing in the morning, and then did our shopping. There were some excellent shops,

with some particularly well stocked fishmongers. We bought oysters at £1 for 6 quite good sized ones, and some

fresh looking calamari, plus our usual bread, cheese and fruit, wine and local cider. We have quickly adopted the

pattern of baguette with cheese or pate, plus fresh fruit and cider for lunch, and then a three course meal (or four

with more cheese) with wine in the evening - food and eating is a great pleasure for us,. and there seems no reason

for dinghy cruising to be primitive in every aspect!

We spent lunchtime trying to decide whether or not to go, the forecast being dubious, and the conditions being

marginal. The local forecast from the marina gave rain in the morning, clearing in the afternoon, and when the

rain started in earnest, and the visibility closed right down, we settled on board with books and postcards.

At about 13.30 the rain stopped, and visibility improved, so finally we made the decision to head for Penerf, with

the option to put into Port Navalo if conditions worsened.

We set off under full sail, the wind being offshore from behind us, and at first it was force 3, but as we cleared

the shelter of the land it increased and the sea came up until we were surfing down the back of most of the waves,

travelling very fast. While this was fun, it was not really good seamanship, and at 15.03 we rounded up to put a

reef in the main. By 15.15 we were abeam the Morbihan entrance, still moving fast, but only surfing on a few of

the larger waves, and much more under control.

15.46 saw us abeam the Bas de St.Gildas buoy, and 16.15 abeam Le Bozec tower. We noted a small harbour, formed

behind a short arm, at Point St.Jaques, which would be useful as a refuge in N and W winds. We reached the south

cardinal Roc Beniquet tower at 16.33, and then the Penvins buoy came abeam, about e miles inshore, at 17.28. We



ecid e to carry on at this stage into the Villaine river, and perhaps sail up river and lock through the barrage

at Arzal. At 18.10 we were abeam the Plateau de Mats buoy, and shaping up to enter the river. The wind and

waves increased again, and we had a rough half an hour before coming into the flatter water of the river, itself.

Following the directions in the pilot book, and from the chart, we steered 062T, then 091T, to avoid the sand banks.

We had great difficulty in finding the lighthouse in transit with the monastery tower at Penlan, which was the

recommended transit, but this was not really a problem as it was coming up to high water, and we had plenty of

depth under us. Once we entered the river conditions improved enough for us to shake out the reef at 19.01, to

increase our speed. We were still intent on catching the 20.00 lock, but as we sailed on we noticed plenty of

small bays on the west side that would be ideal for a Wayfarer. When, at 19.45, it looked as it we would miss

the lock by a few minutes, there on our left was a tree lined creek tempting us in. It was an absolutely

beautiful spot, with a narrow,winding, but quite deep creek, a tree covered bank to windward, with meadow to the I
waters edge, and meadow on the far bank. As the tide started to drop we were not so happy with our first choice

of berth, so moved round further to where squelchy mud gave a good berth to settle in. As a result of spending too

much time over dinner, we allowed the boat to go aground a little early, and ended up at an angle, which detracted

a little from the.comfort of the night, but otherwise it was an ideal overnight spot. We had an excellent meal

of oysters, calamari provencale, fruit, cheese and wine, and concluded that France was an excellent choice for a

cruise. 1 Ma'n.ce F0 r
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THURSDAY 30TH JUILY UP THE RIVER VILLALNE

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay NW 4 / 5 Mainly fair. Moderate / good.

We woke up early and watched the sunrise - absolutely beautiful, in a superb setting. It was one of those idyllic

berths, inaccessible by car, to which dinghy cruising is so suited.

We got under way at 09.35, quanting away from the bank, then hoisting the jib, and putting the main ip a3 we got

into the river. We headed up river towards the barrage, having decided from the pilot book that there shcould be

a locking at 10.00. When we reached the lock, at exactly 10 o'clock, we found several other boats waiting,

including one moored to the navigation buoy out in the river. At 10.25 the gates opened to let boats out from

upstream, and we then entered. The lock times had been changed for 19S7, and were now 07.,, 09.00, 10.30,i.

14.00, 16.00, 17.30, 19.00, 20.30, 2?.00. We reflected that if we had known these times the previous ev>-nLng, we,

would probably have continiued up river, and so missed out on our lovely overnight berth. ignorance, in this ease,

was bliss. By 10.35 we were through the lock. This was not one of those convenient "yachtie *locks like the

Dutch build, with wooden sides, wooden piers to tie to while waiting, and lots of mooring points. Stone wall.,

a few chains, and no piers here!

The Villaine river reminded us of a mixture of the River Deben and some of the Scottish west coast Lochs. Parts

are tree lined, some grassy meadows with slight hills, and in parts it cuts through steep sandstone outcrops

covered with heather in bloom. We made slow progress. The open stretches were fine, but in the gorge sections

it became very flukey, and progress was slow and frustrating.

At L2.20 we reachedRoche Bernard, and on advice went into the old harbour, which had once been the town quay, and

now had finger pontoons fitted. It was an attractive setting for a marina, and certainly much preferable, and more

sheltered, to the big new marina situated in the river. The harbour rmaster was at lunch, but indicated that we

could have the little berth at present occupied by his launch, once he had finished hs n
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FRIDAY 31ST JULY ROCHE BERNARD TOWARDS REDON

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay NW 4 Mainly fair. Moderate / good.

We walked into the local supermarket - called Unico - and mar-ked it down for avoiding in future. They obviously

pay the lowest wages and attract the porest quality staff as a result - or that was our conclusion.

One of the boat owners on our pontoon had been fitting roller headsail reefing to his twenty two footer, and

having awful problems. He had his jib adapted, and it was too long. Quite what other problems necessitated

1i days work we could not imagine. Robin is very chauvinistic about these matters. His theory is that Biritish

sailors take a pride in performing tasks competently and quietly, believing that the less notice attracted the

better the performance, whereas French sailors see all life, sailing included, as an emotional experience, enhanced

by drama!

We got underway at 13.09, roll tacking on a dead beat out of the narrow entrance and into the river. "'Hoshi", the

Island Sailing Club ketch was anchored off, and made a splendid sight. At 13.24 we sailed under the Villaine

bridge. Conditions were very flukey, the wind coming from every direction, and alternating from flat calm to

strong gusts. We made our way upstream, enjoying the scenery, and noticing all sorts of potential berths for

the night, some already occupied by cruising craft. At 15.15 we stopped for a coffee at the creperie at Foleux,

getting underway at 16.03. On a couple of sections of river we flew the spinnaker, and travelled very fast indeed,

but in the gusty, shifting conditions we needed maximum concentration, and once or twice were certainly overpowered.

At 17.30 we decided that we had had enough, and looked for a suitable creek or bay to moor overnight. Although we

had passed dozens during the day, the rnext stntch looked devoid of inlets, so we turned and beat back downstream a

way. Finding a promising creek, we sailed in, the wind following us round astern. When we saw a suitable spot

in the reeds, we just drove the boat straight at it, then trod some reeds down to make a path out, and laid a bowI ~~anchor in the pathway.



lt was a ]ovely .Placo for wil iife, and we lay in the boat watching birds and water creatures all around. A wat c

!''t or an otter, we were not sure which, swan across the creek, and coots swam right up to Us to investigate.

d. dusk a oreatur came close to us in the reeds, and made a lot of noise, as If protesting that we were in his

Aswal routeway, but lways anaging to keep just out of sight. It would have been fascinating to know all that

w'a ro ing in as, a ty we obviously teeming with activity.
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SATURDAY 1ST AUGUST TOWARDS REDON

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay NW to W 4 or 5 Mainly fair. Moderate / good.

At 09.30. as we were ready to take the tent down, it started pouring with rain, and we decided to wait and see if

it stopped soon. We will sail in the rain if we have to, but when there is no tide to catch, or time schedule to

meet, then we prefer to be fair weather sailors! After an hour the rain stopped, and we dropped the sodden canvas

which seems to take up twice as much room when wet, and were ready to leave at 10.35. We quanted away from the bank

and motored down the creek, stopping to photograph the fishing gear on the sides. The rig looks like this:

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The net is lowered under the water, the fisherman waits a while, and then hauls it back up. There are a number of

variations on this, some being shore based, and others on motorised punts. By and large the French seem to be keen

fishermen, inhabiting most river and canal banks, and using numerous small dinghies.

At 10.45 we hoisted the main and genoa, and headed up river, the wind being variable force 3 / 4. We reached the

Pont du Cran bridge at 11.05, which had two boats waiting each side to go through, and we just making plans to drop

the mast when the barriers went down and the bridge opened. The mechanism is very slow, and is reported to stick

in hot weather. Nothing hot about the weather at present - we've been wearing thermals and full waterproofs for

several days.

11.20 saw us through the bridge, and not long after this we caught sight of Redon in the distance, slowly getting

nearer, and viewed across a wide flood plain. We fell in with another dinghy sailing from a camp site on the bank,

and who was determined to catch us. He made little impression upwind, but when we rounded a corner and eased



e soon caught up. At 13.10 we entered Redon through the old lock. The gates are now kept open, as the level

is controlled by the barrage at Arzal. We sailed into the town basin, which now has finger pontoons for yachts

and canal boats. U
Redon is a major centre for the canal network, as a junction of canals to Rennes, St.Malo, Lorient, Nantes and/the

Villaine into Quiberon Bay. It is a centre for canal boat holidays, and the harbour has an itinerant population.

Many boats have their masts down, and there is a fixed crane on the quay that you can use to lower your mast for a

fee of about £5. Quite a number of boats come through to the atlantic from St.Malo through the canals, to avoid

the difficult conditions often found round the Brittany peninsular.

The yacht basin was surrounded by old buildings that must once have been warehouses, but are now rather run down.

On the west side is the old port area, narrow alleys and high, overhanging, buildings. This area is very

attractive, and is now being restored, mostly with restaurants, craft shops, and other tourist orientated ventures.

At the end is an old chateau, which must once have been beautiful, but was now crumbling into decay. The main

shopping centre was only a few hundred yards from the harbour, so was a convenient place for stocking up. and the

town itself was dominated by an old monastery building.

In the afternoon a group from a campsite just out of town, who had been doing windsurfing as an activity, had an end

of camp fancy dress windsurf into the harbour and out. Windsurfing in long dresses and wigs looked quite an art!

In the evening we went to a pizza restaurant and had an excellent meal at a reasonable price.
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I 6 SUNDAY 2NDAUGUST REDON TOWARDS GUEN ROUEL

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay Var 3 ins, W 4 / 5 in N. Occ rain. Mod / good becoming poor for a time.

After using the harbour showers, and looking again for a harbour master to pay some dues - still no sign - we

went up to buy our daily baguette, like all good frenchmen. We met and talked with a young English couple who

had spent six months per year of the last four years getting their 21 footer from England to Majorca and back.

They had come up the canal from Nantes to Redon, and enthused about the canal, especially the Erdre river section,

nearest Nantes, as being particularly attractive. Because the general weather pattern was still very unsettled,

not at all what we had come hoping for, we thought this might prove an interesting way of travelling further south.

However, they warned that they had heard that the lock between the Erdre and the Loire might be shut for 2 weeks

starting Monday 3rd, and whilst there was a ramp we could get a boat up on the Erdre side, it was solid walls on

the Loire side. We decided to sail to the canal junction, and ask the advice of the lock keeper there.

09.15 Off from the jetty, with the wind going in circles. Sails were hoisted in the middle of the basin, and we

headed down river again. At 10.20 we moored up outside the lock while we investigated the state of the critical

lock at Nantes, and discovered that indeed it would close the following day for a fortnight, and that there was no

alternative way through. We were rather disappointed, as we thought it would have made an interesting trip, but

after some discussion we decided to see what canal sailing was like for a day or two, even though we would have to~

return the same way.

10.40 saw us dropping the mast to go under the power lines into the lock, by 11.38 we passed under the Pont Miny,

and at 13.30 we tied up against a wall at Guenrouel. We made the journey by a combination of motoring with the

mast down, and motor sailing with the genoa. The problem was not only the bridges, but a lot of power and telephone

< lines. At first we put the mast up and down each time, becoming very slick at this, having rigged a temporary



forestay extension line led back into the boat, but then we left the mast down and motored like that for a while unt

reaching a wide, river-like area when we sailed once more.

Guenrouel was a small village about 200 yards up the road from the quay by a bridge, where we were tied. We

arrived on a fete day, and on a small meadow alongside the canal were stalls and sideshows, plus a small stage with

P.A. equipment. As we walked into the village on a reconnaisance, we came across "Le parade de les enfants",

which was the local primary school children, in classes, all dressed in costume. The 4 / 5 year olds were robots,

with older classes as Scots, Bavarian peasants, flowers, and pirates. The whole lot was proceeded by the worst

band we had ever heard, which was provided by a neighbouring village. Each group did a dance on stage, watched by

admiring mums, and by public demand - so the compere said - an encore. I stayed to watch all of the "turns',

but Robin got bored and went back to write up the log. When we walked up again later, the stalls were doing a

roaring trade. selling frites, crepes, beer, wine etc. A glass of white wine cost 2 francs, about 20p, and the

size of the glasses would have made a twee British winebar owner positively apoplectic. Mind you, it was real

vin plonk, but still went down well. Most of the sideshows gave food or drink as prizes, often live animals -

rabbits, chickens, ducks, and there was bowling for a pig. We were, however, apalled to see three mallards, in

a water filled plastic boat, having cane hoops thrown at them to try to ring them. Another attraction were the

lifesaving dogs. a team of black Newfoundland dogs who would swim to a person and bring them ashore.

The whole affair must have been a major effort for a small community, and gaYe us an insight into French rural

life. Once the music finished, at about 10.30, we had a quiet, peaceful night.
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1 MONDAY 3RD AUGIIST GUENROIIEL TOWARDS ROCHE BERNARD

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay NE 3 / 4 in s, W 4 / 5 in n Occ rain Mod / good, oce poor in n.

The dreaded 'Lethargy had set in. With no tides to catch we had no sense of urgency this morning, and after a lie-in

we ambled up to the village shop for supplies. We had found the canal interesting for a short trip, but were now

getting the urge to put to sea again, and hoped that settled weather might arrive soon. We got underway at ll.l1.

The first section of the canal looked more like a river, with fields or small tree lined hilLs coming down to the

water. Everywhere there were people fishi-ng, mostly from the bank, but also from an assortment of smaLl dinghies.

We passed a few cruisers, of the "Broads Hire" type, but we went f'or miles without seeng another craft on the move.

At 12.23 we dropped oi r mast for a bridge and power lLnes, and after this we were in a much narrower canll sed

3section, with high siies and trees .heltering the boat from the wind. It was not particularly attractive, and

we were g,ar to arrive back at the locks at '3.3". Having waited a while for the opening, we locked throuigh at.

13.45, together with a "boat" that appeared to be a flat barge with a caravan body perched on top. At .'.55

we were cut of the lock, with the mast up and main hoisted. As we hoisted the main, Robin said he had seen a

little green frog looking at him from the bilges. I was very sceptical, not to say disbelieving about this

phenomena, attributing it to too much vin plonk. However, after sailing for half an hour I too saw our visitor,

perched comfortably on our spare sails. He was about 3" long, 3 usped back under the floorboards when L tried

to catch him.

We now settled down to a spell of solid beating - the wind seemed to be following the river, and was dead ahead.

At the pont du Cran, once again we prepared to lower the mast, when the bridge obligingly opened. Another boat

had been waiting for some time, hooting impatiently. At l£O.0 we stopped at the creperie for a coffee, after

beating non stop for three hours. The wind was 3 / , we were sitting out all the time, and sometimes needing to

3 spill wind in the gusts. The anly consolationa was the thought of the exercise we must be getting. After 20
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1 TUESDAY AUGUST 4TH ROCHE BERNARD TOWARDS LE GROISIC

106.55 Shipping forecast Biscay N 3 becoming NE 3 / 4 Fair. Moderate / good.

We shopped and changed money early in the morning, and left a note for the other Wayfarer in the harbour - number

8186 - wishing him good luck. At 10.23 we were under way towards Arzal, aiming to catch the midday lock. We

were prepared to motor sail to get there, but made better progress through the flukey gorges than we expected, and

arrived at 11.20, tieing up to wait. There were a large number of boats waiting for the lock, and it was all

very chaotic. One cruiser decided to motor in before the boats coming out had cleared the lock, and there was

lots of pushing and abuse all round. One boat got sideways, blocking the entrance completely, and leading to

a new round of arm waving and abuse. The lock was very full, in fact so full that they could not drop the bridge,

and some happy motorists had to wait for half an hour. We managed to squeeze through to a small gap near the

front, together with a sailing school group of a Varien and two Caravelles. We wondered if the number of boats

going out reflected the best forecast for several days.

At 12.35 we were out of the lock, and immediately hoisted our main and genoa. As we passed, at 13.00, our berth

in the creek of a few days ago, we thought what a perfect spot it was. Trehiguier, which we passed on our port

side, reminded us of Wivenhoe and Rowhedge on the Colne - the same sort of quay, pattern of buildings, and work

sheds. At 14.05 we were abeam Point Halguen tower, coming out from the river, and bore away on to a dead

run, setting the spinnaker, although the wind had almost died, and the sun had started to scorch. At 14.50

the wind shifted ahead, increased to force 3, and was apparently the onset of a sea breeze. We dropped the spinnaker

and started to beat, passing Est Ile Dument buoy abeam at 15.31, Les Bayonelles at 15.59, and Bas Costouillet

at 16.48. By this time the wind had increased to force 4, and the the increase in sea, beating was wet work.

% Robin had not put waterproofs on early enough, and was wet through, despite the sun, and we decided to change our

__I



original plan of heading further down coast, and visit Le Croisic. The pilot book warned of the very strong tid I
sweeping through the entrance to the port, and although we were only just after low water, we were swept in almost

faster than I could read the directions. The harbour is a curious formation, with a. set of five separate basins,

most of which had no water in at this state of the tide. We pottered through dock 3, with, 6"? water under us, but

then as we went into dock 4, the yacht basin, the harbour master directed us to a berth, and cycled round to make

sure we took it.

We felt this marina was a con, as it was 30f for the berth, there was no water on the jetties, we were a good 5

minutes walk from the toilet portacabin, which had no loo paper or locks on the doors, and closed at 7.30p.m.

Definitely the poorest facilities for greatest cost. Robin was also insensed about the manner of mooring.

You had to put your bow to the jetty,

with two bow lines to keep the bow in

place, then two lines from the stern

to the jetty straight ahead. This I
was practically useless, and we spent

the night being bumped by, or bumping, 3
our neighbours. The only good thing

was that it was all among local boats,

and was very quiet.

The harbour is an important fishing harbour, both for fish and shellfish. Basins 1 and 2 were given over to

fishing boats ,and there were extensive fish-halls. 'The harbour was lined with seafood restaurants, and we

saw the impressive "Fruits de Mer" platters of all sorts of sea food, from lobsters to winkles. We did not

eat ashore, but made a-note to treat ourselves to one of these, or perhaps to make our own.
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WEDNESDAY 5TH AUGUST LE CROISIC TOWARDS LE POULIGUEN.

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay E to NE 4 oc0 5. Fine. Moderate / good.

We went ashore to shop, as the fierce tide meant we needed to time our passage along the coast with care. There

were a couple of superb fish shops with a fantastic selection, and with queues stretching out of the doors and

along the pavement. We joined them, buying oysters and fish for our evening meal. The seafront is fairly

touristy, with cafes, restaurants, ice cream shops and souvenirs, but once you penetrated just one street inland

it became pleasant and interesting. The town was obviously old, and there were narrow winding streets, and

lots of small houses.

At 12.20 we got underway, heading upstream first, to see what was there - the answer being oyster and mussel beds -

until we ran out of water and turned and headed out to sea. We sailed out right over the sands, and at 13.00

were abeam the lighthouse on the end of the jetty. The wind was NE force 1 / 2, right behind us, so with spinnaker

set we headed south along the"ote sauvage".. At 13.30 there was a short period of calm before the sea breeze

started to fill in force 2 / 3, and we were then able to broad reach under spinnaker parrallel to the shore.

At 14.50 we passed the Basse Loure buoy, where a large fleet of Optimists and dinghies was operating from the

beach.

At 15.45 we rounded the Pte de Penchateau into the Baie de La Baule. This is a superb gently crving wide bay

edged with golden sand and concrete tower blocks, and a.mecca for dinghies and sailboards. The Les Evens rock

just outside the bay appeared to have a good sandy beach on its north side, which we marked down as a possible

future camp site, but was presently occupied by sunbathing catamaran sailors. At 16.00, just as Robin took the

helm, the wind died, and this was followed by a time when puffs came from every direction, before we were completely

becalmed. We had been planning to cross the Loire estuary, but in these conditions this was out of the question,

3so we decided to put in to Le Fouliguen. As I took the helm back at 17.00 a light breeze filled in, to Robins



chagrin, but it was only enough to ghost in on. At 17.30 we went through the entrance, and dropped our mast to

motor up river under two bridges to find a suitable mooring just outside the town. At 18.00 we tied up to a pontoon

well up the river, and which dried to mud at low water.

We walked in in the evening. The La Baule side (starboard) is almost all blocks of flats edging the river and

sea, many being holiday homes and self catering lets, and behind these were large houses with big gardens, and

an air of faded affluence, or a colonial touch. The Pouliguen' side, over the river, had shops and entertainments

as well as accomodation.

The tide was very low, leaving a huge expanse of.sand, and lots of people were.on the beach digging, we were not

sure for what. The harbour mouth is said to dry out completely at springs, and yachts lie to the pontoons in a

pool in the harbour. Motorboats go under the bridges, but at low water we were nearly aground.

We found the yacht club, closed up except for the excellent showers and toilets. It was a very smart, fairly

modernistic building, probably fairly affluent in keeping with the area. Nearby our mooring we found some spotlessl

clean public portable toilet cabins, we came in very useful.
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THURSDAY 6TH AUGUST LE POULIGUEN TOWARDS PORNIC

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay NE becoming N 3 / 4 oce 5. Fair. Good.

We got up at 07.40 and started to pack. There was a beautiful clear sky, but a cool breeze,. and everything was

soaking wet with the heavy morning dew. Up river a man was cockling in the mud, although we thought whatever he

caught would need weeks in clean water to get the ooze out. At 08.33 we got underway - for about 10 yards, when

we ran firmly aground, and had to quant off very slowly in the 2' of mud. The tide was appreciably lower than

when we came in last night. At last there was just enough water to put the engine down, and we motored down to

the town where we tied up to a pontoon and went ashore to buy bread and croissants. At 09.01 we started again,

sailing in the trickle of water down to the river entrance. At their request we "rescued" 4 people from a

fishing boat that was hard aground in the entrance channel, and ferried them ashore. The tide was very low, and

the sands were covered with people cockling, each party with its plastic bucket ready for todays lanch. Although

the sun was bright it was still cold, and we were wrapped up in sweaters and jackets as we sailed close hauled

south-east, just making the headland at the eastern end of the bay. A local sailing school was just launching -

as a means of identification they all had bright pink sails, which was certainly striking. Across the bay was

the marina of Pornichet, which according to the pilot is frighteningly expensive.

The wind was Easterly, force 3, with haze, and by staying close hauled we were &Meax on a transit of La Vielle

tower and Le Grand Charpentier lighthouse at 10.12, and on a transit of Le Petit Charpentier beacon and the

lighthouse at 10.24. We then set a course of 160C for Pte St.Gildas. At 10.55, with the wind E 1 / 2, we hoisted

the spinnaker. as we started crossing the Loire estuary. There were a number of large vessels dredging gravel,

and a steady stream of cargo boats following the buoyed channel, including one for whom we needed to take avoiding

action. At 11.15 we were abeam Buoy no 6, and at 13.10 were abeam the lighthouse at Pte de St.Gildas on the far

shore.



t1.5we diverted to have a clear, close look at the coast. This was fairly cliff lined, with some superb caveI

ad a few arches, and many small shingly coves. Certainly some would have made excellent Wayfarer holes, except

.that the beach material was a little large, and it would have been difficult to launich from if the wind came onshore.

The onset of the sea breeze brought an increase in wind to force 3 /4, and we ran down parallel to the coast,

under spinnaker until this proved very heavy to control, until entering Pornic harbour at 14.42.I

We sailed all round the old harbour, but were unable to find anywhere suitable to pull the boat up. One possible3

area seemed to be a swimming beach, and the back of the harbour wall had an uncomfortably heavy swell. All other

opportunities were on drying moorings, but we do not carry a tender, and when they did dry it was to thick3

glutinous mud, which would have been impossible to walk on. Reluctantly we decided that it would have to be the

marina. They found us a snug small pontoon out of. the way, and yet reasonably near the loos and showers. MainaI

charges were 32f, with 8 francs for a timed 7 minute shower. Administration was big business at this marina. We

had to fill in a massive form, most of the information being ,irrelevant to us, and yet another form for the local

police. Robin filled in one form, and I filled in the other, and I was horrified to find the information we each3

provided did not agree - I had visions of imprisonment for giving false information! We concluded, however, that

they were probably all filed in the wastepaper bin, as nowhere else required all these details.I

The local sailing school was very active. We were especially taken by the aluminium Optimists, which appeared to

be small child proof in construction.

We went ashore in the evening, and of course found a small sandy bay, almost next to the jetty, that might have

provided a good landing for us, and in a quiet location, but too late now. We had a meal ashore, before an

early night. Note - we are not at all anti-marina. We like to visit one about every three days for showers,

etc, but this was a day we had hoped would end in an attractive town harbour instead, hence our disappointment

at our enforced nights berth. In fact the excellent showers made up for a lot. 
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Y 7TH AUGUST PORNIC TOWARDS LE COLLET

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay Variable 3 / 4 Showers. Moderate / good.

In the morning we shopped and went to the launderette. This turned into an epic, as there was a long wait for

the only drier, which then broke down with our wet clothes inside. The attendant offered to dry them "round the

back", but needed some persuasion to do them immediately. It is quite difficult to explain to a.non sailor the

importance of catching a tide - especially in a foreign language! In the end it was done, but we were still later

in the tide than we had planned. While I was struggling with the laundry, Robin was buying a magnificent selection

of cooked and uncooked shellfish at one of the two excellent fish shops on the waterside.

The tide was particularly important for this passage, as we--had a vague plan of sailing down and trying to cross

the road to Noirmoutier island, which covers at high water, and is marked on the chart as impassable. We thought

that with a dinghy, this might still prove possible. However, a snag was that we found a 6 mile gap between our

two charts. We had a lcm to lkm French Ordinance Survey - ttpe map which showed this area, but as it was a

particularly rocky coast, it was not a lot of fun blundering about without knowing where the rocks were. Robin

therefore adopted a policy of "defensive navigation", which involved accepting that while we could not pinpoint

where on a chart we were, we knew where we did not want to be. In setting a course for Le Moutiers, we must clear

one set of rocks. We would then follow the coast for a way, when we should pick up a bouy lying off the next

rocky shoal, and by then sailing west would soon arrive on the next chart.

As we closed the coast at Le Moutier, we found it was very shallow for some-distance offshore. It was very

choppy, with the seas building up on the shallow beach, and as we reached down towards Le Collet, we were only able

to use half plate. All the way along the coast at this point were ramshackle piers going into the water, having

a small hut on the end, and a derrick arrangement which took a large square net. They looked like something out



o r of the Worlds. The wind at this point was 3 / 4, the seas were building, and so instead of continuing

down to the road which may or may not have been crossable, we decided to go into the tiny port of Le Collet.

From scraping along on half. plate, as we crossed into the withied channel the depth suddenly increased to enable us

to put the plate right down. Rather than hurtle in on a high speed run, we dropped the main and ran in under genoa.

We saw power lines ahead across the harbour, and prepared to drop our mast, but then found a berth alongside a

couple of boats moored to the end of a small jetty, and so at 15.30 we tied up.

We were soon delighted that we had come, as it was a very interesting little harbour. There were only two other

small yachts, the rest being working fishing boats or pleasure fishing boats. Quite a number were the flat,

shallow platforms used for collecting oysters and mussels, and the local boats had a resemblance to Newfoundland

dories, with flat bottoms and no thwarts. The moorings were arranged like this:

~~~~~ C & F= IMni h -.u4 ho each ,*E

that our "jetty" had two levelsbats moom ors deep.
When the tide was down the two boats inside us were firmly aground, but we stayed just afloat. The problem was

that our "jetty" had two levels, and no ladder. We couldn't reach even the lower level at low tide, so had to

clamber precariously on to a boat on the next jetty along which had a partial ladder. There was a small camp

site across the road in the woods, where there were toilets and a water supply. There was also a very small camp

shop that sold the necessities of life like bread, cheese and wine.

The coast at high tide was attractive, with sand dunes and pine woods. However, when the tide went down, even a

little, there were miles of thick mud stretching seawards. Even this looked picturesque at sunset, when it

glistened in the orange glow!

At the end of the harbour was a set of sluice gates, used to control the level of water to the salt pans inland,

and to scour the harbour and prevent silting. The tidal range was considerable. In the dinghy we had boats 5
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SATURDAY 8TH AUGUST LE COLLET TOWARDS NOIRMOUTIER TOWN

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay Variable becoming ? 3. Showers in north. Moderate / good. The ? on wind

direction resulted from someone nearby starting a very loud outboard.at that instant.

Our departure time was governed by the tide, both here and at arrival at Noirmoutier, and so it was 12.47 when we

left our mooring. The tide was flooding, but because the sluice gates were open there was still a powerful ebb

movement - rather a curious feeling. We followed the main channel between the mud banks, keeping about 40' fromf the

withies. The withies are marked with fluorescent green tape, so that with a spotlight or a good torch you should

be able to feel your way in at night. We were really scraping the bottom most of the way, and certainly would not

have made it if we had left A an hour earlier. Several fishing boats were starting to come in, pausing at times until

the depth increased a little. One was loaded with oysters, very muddy, and another with mussels. The mud

seemed to stretch away as far as the eye could see, and there were a few small channels going off to the sides.

As we got further out we came to the first of the marker posts at the edge of the rocks we were anxious to avoid

yesterday. At 12.33 we were able to turn off the engine and hoist the sails. The wind was SW 3, the sky overcast,

the weather fine, and visibility good. We had Noirmoutier Town as our destination, and by sailing close hauled on

port tack were able to hold a course due west on the compass. I thought I had imagined the black triangle at first,

but then it reappwed, and the shark kept us company for about a mile, luckily for my peace of mind he also kept

a reasonable distance away. "Jaws" has a lot to answer for!

At 15.20 Pierre Moins buoy came into transit with Pte St.Gildas, and ten minutes later we tacked inshore. Our

course took acount of the tidal calculations, and we were therefore very puzzled to see boats moored offshore pointing

in the opposite direction to that which we expected. Hasty recalculations, with the same results. It was puzzling,

and also frustrating, for now instead of being swept down into the river entrance we had a beat up the coast against

3 the tide. At 16.23 we were at last abeam the breakwater light, and at 16.40 moored alongside another boat after



sailing round the harbour.

Having come through the narrow entrance between breakwaters, you are confronted by a wide area of water, unmarked.

This was very shallow, our plate was touching as we sailed over it, and it was by watching other boats later that

we discovered the channel hugs the sea wall to starboard. On the port, muddy side, just before the town, were

a few larger yachts who obviously dig themselves into their own holes in the mud. There are also the carcases of

half a dozen old wooden fishing or trading boats, and the hull, still intact, of a late 19th or early 20th century

racing boat, with its sleek lines and long overhangs.

The format of the harbour was basically the same as Le Collet, being a length of channel with sluice gates at the

end. In this case most of the boats were moored alongside a stone quay on the starboard side - the town side.

A few also lay opposite, where there was also a boat yard, a salt co-operative, some oyster and shellfish merchants,

and a museum of boat construction.

We chose a berth outside three other boats, with access to a ladder, towards the seaward end of the quay. In fact

we were one boat too far out for comfort, and were on a slope when we dried out. Two boats. out would be fine, and'

alongside a ladder is essential if you are not to be marooned, unable to scale the wall, as the tide drops.

There were no facilities, and no harbour charges, so we patronised the local cafes just before turning in for the

night.

After supper we walked down to the entrance, and with half an hour still to go to low tide, there was very little

water. On the inland side of the sea road they were producing salt in large rectangular shaped patches in salt

pans. It looked as if there had been a much bigger salt irdustry in the past. There was plenty of interesting

bird life, including redshanks and avocets. The town itself is attractive. There was a chateau, like a defensiblE

castle, and a large church, both of which were floodlit at night. It seemed to be an "upmarket" holiday area, with

artists in the streets, art galleries and craft shops, and quality restaurants. It was a bustling friendly feel,

with everyone in a relaxed mood, and we enjoyed visiting. tsl5t.^ce C lbrtt to, daIe2S5
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U SUNDAY 9TH AUGUST NOIRMOUTIER TOWN TOWARDS L'HERBAUDIERE

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay ? 3 / 4. Fair. Moderate / good.

Yet again part of the forecast aws missed, this time due to a very noisy tractor pulling a fishing boat along the

road past us, just as Biscay was read. Almost immediately we were further roused by two of the boats inside us

who were going out fishing before the tide dropped. Once they were away we got a few more minutes sleep before

being disturbed by more fishing boats going past behind more noisy tractors, en route for launching at the entrance.

We had calculated that it would be mid afternoon before we floated off again, so could afford a leisurely morning.

We were only planning a very short passage, and so had no need of an early start. We went ashore for a walk, and

to do some shopping, as although it was Sunday, most shops were open. Robin was delighted to buy 6 size 1 oysters

for about 85p at the shellfish shop on the far bank, which he thought were a real bargain. There were also

some excellent fish shops in town. We have eaten very little meat this. holiday, as we both enjoy fish, and the

quality has been superb.

Our neighbours, on their departure with picnic bag, trident and nets, had said they would be back at 15.00. At

14.QO there was just a small stream in the middle of a sea of mud, and there seemed no chance of leaving in an hour.

However, when the water did start to rise it came in at a tremendous rate, bringing with it a veritable armada of

small boats returning with their catch. Only one or two seemd well loaded though.

14.49 we floated, and got underway with the gdnoa. Once in the channel we put the main up, and ran firmly onto

the mud in rounding up head to wind. We had some difficulty getting off, as we were determined to keep the thick

mud outside the boat. The tide was now roaring in strongly, and we headed out to sea.

At 15.45 we were abeam the Pte des Dames lighthouse, and once again found ourselves beating against the tide. At

< the same state of tide yesterday we were beating against the tide in the other direction. Definitely an enigma.



We continued beating ,and by 16.40 were abeam Roches des Peres post, entering the harbour at L'Herbaudiere at 17.0 3
We were met by the harbourmaster, who wanted us to go onto a rather exposed visitors pontoon, but eventually relented

and allowed us to go into a well sheltered part of the harbour alongside some small french yachts.

As we were going in, Robin saw a red ensign being flown from the spreaders of what appeared to be a small open boat.

It was only-a fleeting glimpse, but when we walked round to search for it later, lo and behold it was another l

Wayfarer. It turned out to be Alan Gauchi and his crew John McCallum on their trip to Gibralter. We invited

them over for a meal, but they had already booked to go to a cafe, and so the invite became for coffee and drinks,

which they accepted. Alan was sailing a heavily modified Wayfarer, with a shorter mast, smaller mainsail, metal

centreplate, modified Mark 1 front locker with two small access holes, and the rest of the boat Mark 2 with a

strengthened transom. He had chosen Gibralter because no-one had done it yet. It sounded as if he had suffered I
lousy weather, and his new tent had apparently leaked like a sieve. It was so bad that they had to spend several

nights in a hotel, as sleeping bags were soaked. They were also not cooking on board, indeed had discarded their

cooker altogether, and did all their eating ashore. We thought that made it very expensive, and also we would

never get moving in the morning without that first cup of coffee. We felt almost guilty at our conpkaative luxury,

and if I am honest just a little smug, as we sat in our home made tent which is thoroughly waterproof, and having

just finished a meal of oysters, skate in butter with capers, fresh fruit and cheese, we offered them fresh ground

coffee which we make with a small filter, and a choice of whisky or cognac! Everyone must choose their own cruising

style, and obviously our priorities differed. It sounded as if Alan had approached the trip very thoroughly. His

navigation was particularly thorough, may be even overkill, with a Stow log, DF set, VHF set and a couple of hours

per evening preplanning. We were glad the weather was now improving for him, and sincerely hoped he made it by

his target time of the end of September.

Footnote : Alans crew was a novice to sailing - it was Dick Noylejs next door neighbours son who had been persuadedl

to try crewing for a couple of weeks, before taking up a place at university. We later heard that while Alan had

obaldortud is trip, hVis crew F red .i" ukp university aA had 5otneS a iqaeht bouvd feor the CarJthcnl / l



MONDAY 10TH AUGUST L'HERBAUDIERE TOWARDS KERDRIEN

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay Variable becoming S / SE 3 / 4. Fair. Moderate / good.

Alan and John sailed round at 08.00 to say goodbye, and we wished them luck. It must have made a change. for them

to meet someone else who did not spend all their time telling them they were mad! After showering ourselves, we

then hosed out the boat thoroughly, and it was much improved, with less grit, sand, and smelly seaweed, and even the

varnish shone a little. Our wooden deck (we have a composite boat). is definitely showing signs of age, and we

think we might splash out on redeqking next year.

At 19.35 we left our mooring under power, hoisting the main and genoa at 09.45 and sailing closehauled. The wind

this morning was NNE force 2, the sky being overcast, with a slight haze. Yet again, we were beating, making a

course due north, but at least travelling with the tide. By 10.20 we were close abeam the Grand Sece light tower,

and being swept down uncomfortably close to what looked like a line of broken water. We put the engine on for ten

minutes to save making a long diversion round. The wind had been dropping spasmodically during the past hour, and

by 11.15 had been calm for a considerable time. We quickly got bored with making no progress except sideways

towards America on the tide, so we put on the outboard and motor sailed. At 11.27, when abeam buoy SN3, we could

see that we were being set west, at right angles to our track, at a rate of almost 1k knots! At 12.45 we brought

the SE Banche buoy into transit with Le Banche lighthouse, and ten minutes later the first cats paws appeared on

the water, indicating the probable arrival of a sea breeze. It filled in first as NW force 1, and became sunny

too, so we happily reverted to sails alone.. We seemed fated to beat, as by 13.30 the wind was WNW 1 / 2, and then

gradually increasing to 2 / 3 by the time we reached Basse Loure rock cardinal buoy at 14.53. We are not only

beating, but once again are against the tide. Soon after this there was a bang, and the jib tack shackle disappeared

overboard. We have a shackle holding a plastic covered strop, used as a fairlead, to the bow fitting while

_ betn,btoc gi r gis h ie onatrthsteewsabn,adtejbtc hcl iapae



cruising, and the jib shackled to this, so we lost one shackle and the strop, but running repairs were soon i
done.

You could clearly define the coastline, even when it-was beyond the horizon, by the banks of cumulus cloud that

hang over it. Belle Ile was clearly definable, and a small cloud hung over where Hoedic must have been. It was

easy to see why Polynesian navigators used the clouds so extensively. Using more conventional navigation we

rounded Pt du Croisic at 15.41, and bore away slightly towards La Turballe. We entered the harbour at 16.32,

thinking that it might make a possible night stop, but the harbour was crowded, if pleasant, and there were only

moorings, all of which dried out. There was nowhere we could moor comfortably and get ashore without a dinghy, so

at 16.45 we sailed back out again and continued round the coast.

There were scores of small boats fishing all around the area outside the harbour, and scores of sea gulls too.

We suspected that a shoal of fish was running, and word had spread rapidly. We gave the rocks on the Pte du

Castelli a wide berth, sailed past Piriac, and landed almost at high water in a small bay with cliffs behind..4 tl '

It was a pleasant, quiet beach, and we found as the tide dropped that there was a barrier of rocks in a semicircle

all round the area we had landed. We could only have come in on the top of the tide, and would have to leave at

the same state. There was a beautiful sunset that evening, and we lazed peacefully in our protected cove, chatting

to the few people who walked along.the beach to investigate the unusual visitor.
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TUESAY 1TH AUGUST PIRIAC TOWARDS HOEDIC

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay Variable 3 becoming SW 4 / 5 Showers in north. Fog patches in north.

At 06.30 we were up and packing to be ready to sail on the top of the tide. At 07.00 however, it was obvious that

the tide was up less than the previous evening. We had beached on a falling tide about one boat length from the high

water line, but this morning we were still one boat length short. We had to push and rock the boat into the water,

but fortunately the beach was reasonably steep, and the small pebbles were rounded, so it went without too much

problem. Even some of the rocks that had been completely covered yesterday were now clearly exposed, and as this

is the second time we have consciuosly noted the fact, it seems that tides may generally be higher in the evening

than the morning. Once afloat we hauled out on the stern anchor line, brought the anchor up, and motored out

very gingerly, over the rock barrier. The anchor line, which is 3-strand "Nelson" and very hairy, was absolutely

covered in seaweed - not large fronds, but the slimy clinging sort. We trailed it astern and I brought it in a

length at a time and picked off the worst as we motored towards Piriac harbour. There was a lovely sight as a

fishing boat with a large square net hanging over the side crossed in front of the rising sun. Unfortunately the

camera with the telephoto lens was packed securely away.

At 07.35 we entered Piriac harbour, negotiating the very strong tide running across the entrance, and tied up

alongside the quaY to go and shop. The harbour was very quiet and attractive, and we decided to come back in and

spend the night if we got a chance. The bakers was open, with a queue out of the door, butas the other shops did

not open until 08.30 we went into a hotel for coffee. They seemed quite happy to serve us, despite the sailing

jackets and wellies. It was interesting watching a small town come alive, with shops opening, deliveries being made,

a few people emerging onto the streets, and the early morning noises of breakfast being served from the houses.

As soon as we had shopped, we were to sail to Hoedic, and as the pilot warns that there are few, if any facilities



there, we checked that we had enough to tide us over a couple of days if need be. V
Leaving the harbour at 09.03, we motored out, but I found that the centreplate was jambed solidly. In trying to 

work it free the bolt holding the doorstops on the centreplate broke. We picked up.a nearby mooring and sorted our-

selves out. Luckily it did not take long, and at 09.15 the centreplate was cleared, a rope strop fitted to

replace the bolt, and the sails were hoisted.

A course was set of 330C towards the eastern end of Ile Dumet, with allowance being necessary for the very strong

tide. The wind was NE 1 / 2, and visibility good. For a change we were not beating, and at 09.43 the spinnaker

was hoisted. By 10.22 we were abeam the NE end of the Ile Dumet, and noted the two. beaches that would make

possible Wayfarer landing sites. At 10.32 we altered course to 250C, coming onto a broad reach, with the wind now

easterly. We could not see Hoedic at all, although visibility was still reasonable. At 11.00 the wind died away

completely, and the sea became glassy, so rather than drift aimlessly we put the engine on. At 13.05 we were

abeam the cardinal tower off Hoedic. The jagged black rocks surrounding the island were just like those Mike Peyton

draws for his cartoons - but at least it was not raining too! We followed the route given in the pilot, plus

using the chart, as there are unmarked rocks just below the surface. Luckily the glassy conditions made our

passage easier. We had arrived almost at low water, and as we sailed gently into the outer harbour at 13.45 we

could see the inner harbour, with boats standing on their legs or bilge keels, high and dry about two hundred

yards ahead of us. The tide was now starting to flood, so we moved the Wayfarer steadily forward as it floated off.

To one side was a beautiful sandy beach, quite empty except for two or three swimmers and sunbathers, and everyone

else seemed to be off hunting for shellfish. We discovered that it was an exceptionally low spring tide, so rocks

and sands usually covered were exposed, together with unsuspecting creatures, now destined for the pot. We could

not really leave the boat at this stage, but decided to join the hunt tomorrow, if we stayed.

At 15.15 we floated into the entrance of the inner harbour, but it was another ho-ur and a half before we were in our

selected spot at the furthest end, and put the tent up. .Robin then devised another "system", this time using a 



Ipulley block on the bow anchor so that we could haul the boat off for security when we went ashore.

When we went ashore we payed out the bow line and pulled in the stern line. Once ashore we Let the stern line go

so that it could run out to a predetermined point and hauled off on the bow line. When the boat was in position,

the stern line was tight and the bow line made fast - in this case to a derelict boat, but otherwise to the stern

anchor.

The harbour was quite busy. Some boats were anchored in the outer harbour, about R were alongs,ie the wall, and

tn3 reast across the harbour with stern anchors out and bow lines to 3ooring bollards.

We r:..ind out some more about the shellfish that was causing so mucn activity at this low spring tide. It was a

large shellfish called "qustre moins" or "pisseurs", from it.; habit ofsquirting water Ip. Apparently you watch

for the squirt and then dig, and the shellfish is about l3' down. It was very large, and looked as if it might

be related to the ablone family. It was cooked and then cut up to eat.

There was some interesting bird life on the island - lots of ringed plovers on the beach close by us. The islarnd

was sandy, with tracks across the grass covered dunes. Camping was not allowed, and it was very peaceful and

unspoilt. You could feel yourself unwinding by the minute!
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3 WEDNESDAY 12TP + AUGUST ON HOEDIC

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay Variable 3 / 4 Occ drizzle in north. Yoderate / good with fog patches in north.

We decided to awar d ourselves our first lay day, with a long lie in too. We had liked the feel -f the island

on our brief evening recornaisance, and were happy to relax for a day and explore some more.

The island ha.s undergone some development since our pilot book :;as written and nlthough it no longer has "no

facilities- , is still unspoilt. We walked un to t}.e vili.age, and boujght the best bread we had had so far -

baked by some nuns at a convent on the iSland. ie ;iiscovered that there is in fact a camp site on the north side

of the islarnd by the new harbour where the ferry -ores in, but tents are restricted to this area only. It did

have the advantage of a shower block, so we walked back in the afternoon for 7franc. worth.

In the afternoon we wenlt hunting for "uatre mo l, and fols.lowed a man armed with a trident and spade, who I eckee

as if he kn.ew what '.- was io in g, vtaudscrite l..ar so we C ?uldi copy how he found them. Either he was al..-o

a novice hunter, or they had all b- devoured by yesterdays onslaught, but we were quite unsuccessful. ?ather

than return with an empty bucket, we gathered mussels from the rocks, where they,grew in great profusion, and

took them back to the boat to eat for a teatime snack.

The village now has a hotel, a cafe, and a small restaurant, plus a village store. We spent some time looking

round the tiny, immaculate church. It was very sad to see the war memorial of the 1914 - 18 war, when from: the

tiny fishing community 6 or more members of two fa,mi.lies had died. In' the evening we walked up and eat in the

fish restaurant, where I ordered letrilles", because I didn't niow what they were, for a starter. They turned

out to be a plate of six tiny crabs, with about a teaspoonifu:l of meat in apiece, which you extracted after e

heroic effort. They aiu-it be the ultimate diet food, as youi use up more energy getnmt ttaeyo nn





3 THURSDAY 13TH AUGUST HOEDIC TOWARDS PIRIAC

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay Variable 3. Fair. Moderate with fog patches in north.

At 10.05 we up-anchored and moved out into the outer harbour, so that we did not gey caught by the falling tide.

The wind was NE force 1, and seemed to be dropping, and as both wind and tide would now be against us on our

intended course, we decided to wait for a sea breeze, or at least until the tide turned in our favour. We

picked up a mooring, and while Robin spent some time wandering off with his camera, I lay in the boat, wrote

postcards and read a book, at times watching the activity on the sea bed, which was clearly visible through the

beautiful clear water. There were crabs everywhere, all colours and sizes, and quite a lot of fish too.

This really has been a lovely island, one we would be very happy to visit again and again.

At 13.30 the tide was slack, and turning in our favour, but there was no sign of wind, and so we decided to

make a start under motor. The visibility was moderate to poor as we left our mooring at 13.37, and followed

the beacons towards the lighthouse. The Grogueguez lighthouse was abeam at 14.06, and the East cardinal buoy

at 14.09, when we set a course of 065C to go the the western end of Ile Dumet. As we left the island there

were a number of strong eddies - we were not sure whether they indicated rocks just below the surface, or

tidal eddies, but we gave them a wide berth.

At 15.20 the wind at last filled in, although it was from the N.E., which was contrary to the sea breeze direction

expected. Still we were happy to turn the engine off anf hoist the main and genoa. It held at force 1 / 2,

and the spinnaker was brough into action. At 15.45. we had our first glimpse of Ile Dumet emerging from the mist,

and after a while were able to steer by eye, having borne away to 080C, although this meant our speed dropped.

We were abeam the island at 16.45, and at 17.07 judged it time to head up for Piriac church tower. The wind was

< now N.W.2, and it had become hot and sunny, with the visibility improved to 5 miles. We were travelling very.1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.



steadily through the water, just about as close as we can effectively go with the spinnaker up. When we reached

the cardinal beacon we turned due east until almost on the transit of the black beacon and the harbour mark, which

was calculated to save us distance but keep clear of problems. 17.37 the spinnaker was dropped as we turned to

go in, we were through the entrance at 17.43, and by 17.50 we were on the beach looking for a flat spot for

the night.

There was a snag! Our lovely quiet harbour was not so quiet any more. A pop group was tuning up at one of

the hotels for an evenings outdoor concert. In the evening this attracted a great number of young people, and

although the (not very good) music stopped at about 11.30, there were people about into the early hours.

We did not even stay undisturbed then, as at 4.30 a very loud siren went off, possibly to call out the local fire

brigade, and there was the sound of large engines being started up.

We could, of course, have sailed on, but had been looking forward to eating dinner in the hotel where we had

our beakfast coffee three days earlier, and did not want to miss it. The meal was excellent, at a reasonable

cost, and went a large way to compensating for the rest. And it had looked such an ideal berth at 7.30 in

the morning, still.......
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FRIDAY 1ATH AUGUST PIRIAC TOWARDS PENERF

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay Variable or NE.3 / 4 occ 5 in south. Fair. Moderate / good.

After our disturbed night we were in no hurry getting up, but when the boat grounded we decided that we did

not want a struggle launching, and it would be more sensible to face the world. We hauled off and tied up to

the jettywhile we went ashore and shopped for bread. Lack of money was starting to become critical, as it

two weeks since we had changed a cheque. There was a bank once a fortnight on Hoedic,. and we had hoped to find

one in Piriac, but apparently it only opened on Tuesday and Wednesday mornings. As it was now Friday, and we

did not want to be destitute for the weekend, we now needed change urgently. The hotel suggested a town

some miles inland, when we called to ask their advice, but when we explained that we were sailing, said that

La Turballe was our best bet.

We got underway at 10.02, motoring out of the harbour, and hoisting the sails outside. The sky was completely

cloud covered, and visibility rather poor, but the wind was northerly 2, and took us steadily down the coast.

At 10.42 the tip of a rock was sighted right ahead - unmarked by beacons, just apparent by breaking waves, so

we headed further offshore very rapidly. A course of 120C was set for La Turballe, and with the wind now

NE force 1, and following the bay, we were soon closehauled. There were huge numbers of gulls streaming between

the shore and the numerous fishing boats offshore. It was like a gull motorway, with an incoming and outgoing

stream. By this time we realised that the banks might close at 12.00 for lunch, and so having dropped the sails

in the entrance at 11.42 we sailed up to the jetty, and while Robin tended the boat with the tide dropping

fast, I ran ashore with my travellers cheques. The bank was right at the top of the slip - wonderful!- but it

had closed for a special one day holiday - despair! The sun had now come out, and as I puffed along the road

in my sailing gear and wellingtons, I envied the "normal" people around me in their sunbathing clothes. Still



r
eventually all was well. I found a bank, and having got money was able to shop for food, wine, and a new gaz I
refill for our lamp. By the time I got back to the boat, later than intended after a search for the best shellfish

bargains, it was 13.35, and there was very little water left in the harbour. We quanted, paddled, and finally

motored off, and picked up a mooring to stow stores.

We got away at 13.58, hoisting the sails and heading close hauled back towards the Pte de Piriac, with the wind

now force 3. At 15.06 we passed Les Bayonelles cardinal buoy for the second time today, with the wind

dropped to WNW 1. 15.40 saw us off of Piriac again. We continued closehaauled, taking it in turn to lie

and sunbathe in the bottom of the boat. We always sail alternate hours when we cruise, but up until now the

crew has usually been needed to work as well. Today the conditions allowed thorough laziness, and we tried to

toast on every side. At about 5 o'clock the wind had almost died away, and we put on the engine to head

towards Penerf. Half an hour later we were sailing again, under a pleasant force 2 - putting on the engine

seems to work as well as whistling. The pilot book makes the entrance to Penerf sound extremely complex, with

three alternative routes according to conditions, but we entered with no difficulty on the flood tide. Being

so little draft does give you some latitude not allowed to larger cruisers, which is often comforting. We

passed the Borenis beacon at 18.08, and continued up the river, past the village of Penerf and finally anchored

in a secluded spot round the back of Pencadenic. There was no way ashore, but we were happy to spend a quiet

evening and have an early night. After dinner we sat in the boat looking out of the front tent flaps, and

watching one of the most spectacular sunsets we have ever seen. The sky went from black through purple, red and

orange, to beigy white as you moved your eye from left to right. It was quite breathtaking.
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SATUREY 15THAUGUST PENERF. TOWARDS LA TRINITE

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay NE 3 / 4. Mainly fair. Moderate / good.

At 09.39 we were ready to bring the anchor in and set off, and the rough log reads "09.40 Anchors aweigh - to

pander to the skippers whimsies". With the wind NE force 3 we motored towards Penerf while we finished sorting

out, and then sailed under jib alone, as we were planning to stop shortly. The tide was just beginning to ebb,

and at 10.15 we sailed in to moor at the quay at Penerf.. We wandered round looking at the shellfish, the oyster

beds etc, although could not work out the sequence of how they ended on sale. There were trays of oysters in

shallow man made tidal tanks, but we were not sure if they were grown there, or only stored. My French did not

feel up to coping with the intricacies of shellfish culture at that point, so we left it intending that some day

soon we really must find out more. Certainly shellfish seemed to be the main occupation of the village,

which had some beautiful old houses, with lovely cottage gardens. By the time we got back to the quay the tide

was ebbing fast, and at 10.58 we were away under jib, hoisting the main in the river, and heading towards the

mouth. We had noticed a poster advertising fireworks in Penerf that evening, so were rather sorry no to have

visited a day later. Little did we know what was in store at La Trinite. We.reached Le Pignon tower at 11.22,

and were able to ease the sheets, and when the Penvins buoy came abeam at 11.41 we hoisted the spinnaker to run

down the coast, with the wind now E 2.

It was a beautiful day, with the sun shining from a clear blue sky, so we made maximum use of it to sunbathe

as we went. The miles slipped by, Beniguet tower abeam at 12.43, Port St.Jacques at 13.25, and Le Bozec tower

at 13.52. At about this time, the sight of grubby sailing clothes lying discarded about the boat prompted me to

do some laundry, first in sea water, and a final rinse in fresh water, as we knew we could top up in the evening.

I am constantly surprised, and yet should know well by this time, how filthy sailing trousers become in no time at al



Once washed, we draped the jeans over the spinnaker pole to dry, so that we now had 5 sails of sorts to help us

on our way. It was so hot, that although we got thoroughly soaked by this activity, it was a relief rather than

a penance.

For a little longer we continued, passing the Basse du Grand Mont buoy at 14.11. and the Roc de L'Epieu buoy at

14.36. Within the next ten minutes the wind died away, however, and although filling in briefly at 15.15, from

the SW like a belated sea breeze, it did not last, and after bobbing up and down in the same hole for ten minutes,

we motored briefly until coming abeam Meaban island by the Morbihan entrance at 15.55. The breeze, although

very light, then enabled us to make some forward progress, and we crept slowly onwards, We found that we needed

to check the rudder and centreplate frequently for weed, as in the light conditions this could, slow us considerably.

Past the Buissons de Meaban buoy at 16.20, we entered the Crec'h river at 17.22. This was a mecca for boats

of every shape and size, and moored in the river were some vast trimarans and catamarans used for transoceanic

races. The entrance is straightforward, but is misleadingly wide, obscuring the fact that much of what looked

inviting sailing water was about 3" deep. It was not a place for cutting corners - we saw one cruiser stuck on

the mud, and people with dinghies having to get out and walk with them. At 17.35 we abandoned the struggle, dropped

our sails and motored, taking in tow a becalmed 420 woth no paddles. At 18.00 we came in neatly to moor in the l

marina, under the watchful eye of dozens of anglers and spectators sunning themselves on the high beakwater.

As we tied up a voice called "well done, Wayfarer", and a man on the top gave us a friendly wave. It transpired

that he owned a cruiser moored further along the pontoon from us, and he and his wife invited us to join them later

in the evening, to have a drink and a grandstand seat for the fireworks. Yes,_there was a huge display to be held

in the harbour, and we were told it was very spectacular.

As it got dark, large groups of children arrived and sat along the breakwaters with their teachers, and sang 3
enthusiastically to pass the time for the show to begin. We went along to meet our hosts on their Grand Soleil 36,

and sat in the cockpit in comfort on a lovely warm night watching the fireworks. It was one of the best displays



I have ever seen, e-d the reflections in the water gave you twice the effect. `h- f'inale was quite breathtaking,

1no we were ne.'ktted that once a@gain we hai quite by chance arriv-e: in a port on a sopecia dlty. The only

part of the evening we were not too happy about, was the private firework displays from r,ny of the boat: nearby.

After the fatality in (.owes from a flare the previous year, perhaps we Brits were over cautious, but we .tared ir

horror and some aprehension, as boats all around us loosed off their red and white flare:, and orange smoke, as a

3 preamble to the Tain display. Sparks were flying everywhere, and we trembled for our canvas tent, but all was

weli, ano wa. wrorth enduring for the main event. It was a night for harbour parties, and there was a cheerfu

friendly atmosphere in what was otherwise a soulless marina in a rather boring town.
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JSUNDAY l5TH AUGUST LA TRINITE TOWARDS LE PO

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay NE becoming cyclonic 3 / 4, becoming W 4 / 5 or 6 in south. Thundery showers.

Moderate / good with coastal fog patches. It sounded a forecast with something for everyone!

During the morning we walked down to the yachtclub for a shower, and shopped at the local supermarket. This is

one of the few places we have seen dinghies sailed, and there was a keen 420 fleet rigging, and also a fleet

of eight miniature 12 metre yachts, with the helm sitting in with just his head showing. The racing was lively

and closely contested.

We spent some time giving the boat z raally g^.od clean up while we had easy access to water, and while the warm

sunshine would dry everything off rapidly. The forecast was mixed, but we only planned a short passage along

the coast to explore an inlet that looked interesting on the chart, so were in no hurry to set off. After a

leisurely lunch we started to prepare to go, and at that point the clouds started to roll over, and it looked as

if the rain would start at any time. Our hostess from the previous night was most concerned about us, offering

shelter if it rained, and obviously felt were were brave, if not foolhardy, to set off in conditions where we

might get wet.

The rain proved to be only a few spots, but it remained threatening, and as we left the jetty at 14.27, and waved

goodbye, the wind was a fresh NE 3 l 4. We headed down towards the river mouth, putting a reef in the main

at 14.53 just before going out into open water. As we came abeam the entrance light buoy, we gybed and headed

down the coast towards Carnac. When we previously sailed at this end of the bay we were sheltered by the

quiberon peninsular, but now with a following wind, which was increasing, the waves were steadily building up

as well. The wind increased 4 / 5, and with a longer passage we would have put in another reef or dropped the

main, but with the end already in view we held on tight and surfed our way dramatically along. The windsurfersIT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ufdorwydaatclyaog h iduf



operating out of Carnac were in their element, but we saw a number in difficulties, and saw several dinghies

capsized. One in particular had a lot of trouble in righting, with the occupants obviously tiring, and we stood

off for a short while until they eventually sorted themselves out. The difference as we screamed round the

corner into the entrance of the Anse du Po was amazing, as we entered flat, sheltered water. We dropped the sails

at 15.50, as the water was becoming very shallow, and we wanted to enter more slowly and cautiously. There

were a few channel withies, and a number of conspicuous jagged black rocks, as we motored carefully up in 121? of

water, feeling our way up the channel until beaching on a sandbank in the middle of the bay at 16.04. We decided

to stay in the centre, and spend the evening afloat, even though we would not be able to get ashore later, as a

reconnaisance of the stone jetty showed the ground nearby to be rough and stony. While the tide was out we spent

time walking around the tiny village, and set off to visit the standing stones at Carnac, but abandoned this plan

after a mile or so. as the sun had come out again, and it was too hot for comfortable walking.

Having dug our anchor well in, we put up the tent as the tide came in, and started to cook our evening meal. A

man and a boy came out of a house on the bank and spent some time looking curiously at us. before pulling a dinghy

down to the waters edge and starting to row out. When they reached us, it transpired that he was a native of Le Po,

and was living in his grandmothers old house which he now used as a second home. He taught English, and spoke

with very little accent, and was married to an English lady from Coventry, 10 miles from our home. We spent a

while talking, and he then asked if we were going to the fireworks at Carnac. We said that firstly we did not

know there were fireworks at Carnac, and secondly we had no way of getting there. He then invited us to join

him and his family for the evening, to go in their car, and insted of rowing out to fetch us, they left their

dinghy for us to use, while they swam back to their house! We had a superb evening. As local people, our hosts

told us all about the stones, and about oyster culture, and all sorts of odd questions we had been longing to ask

about french life but had not been able to. He was very interesting talking about the moves to Breton autonomy,K - i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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3 ONDAY 16TB AUGUST LE PO TOWARDS THE MORBIHAN

6 06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay W or NW 4 or 5 occ 6 at first. Thundery showers. Moderate / good.

After a chat with the French teacher and his son, who were heading off fishing, we made a leisurely start on an

overcast morning. At 10.35 we hoisted the sails, and then weighed anchor and headed down channel, closehauled

towards Quiberon peninsular. The wind was fragmentary, but we crept slowly along, and abeam Pte S.Columban at 11.11

we set a course of 120C. The wind was SW 1 / 2, and as it freed enough to put the spinnaker up we enjoyed a

three sail reach for ten minutes until the wind died altogether at 12.00. The sea was glassy, and there were

particles in the water which seemed to be overtaking us. The sun broke through, and started to heat up rapidly,

but rather than drift backwards we motored for half an hour. During this time we eat lunch - one of the very

few without fresh bread. There were no shops in Le Po, and so we broke out the crispbreads - definitely a poor

substitute for fresh baguettes.

At 12.25 we stopped the engine, as wind filled in from ahead, and we started sailing closehauled again, but it was

just to tempt us, as five minutes later all trace of breeze had vanished again. Back to the engine, passing

Roche Rat isolated danger mark to starboard at 12.39, and Basse be Buissons buoy at 13.l7. The forecast was

for fresh winds locally, so the weather is being unpredictable, but we are enjoying topping up the sun tan.

At 13.25 the engine stopped and needed refilling. At this time we were abeam the entrance to Croesty inlet,

and as there was no sign of wind decided to stop early. We should not be able to enter the Morbihan until about

7.30p.m., and so would enter early tomorrow morning instead. We motored into the huge new marina, and found a

hole just big enough to accomodate us between two large yachts. We were moored at 14.20, after a very disappointing

day.

T he aarina was very new, and still expanding. Some of the houosing development was interesting in its style, and
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TUESDAY AUGUST 17TH CROESTY TOWARDS THE AURAY RIVER

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay West becoming S or SE 3 / 4. Mainly fair. Moderate.

We planned to enter the Morbihan at about low water, or the f6rst of the flood, and so got away from the pontoon

at 08.02. We hoisted the sails but motored down the harbour to clear the moored boat. There was the splendid

sight of two Six Metre yachts single oar sculling round to a berth nearer the entrance, but before we had the

camera organised it was too late to record. At 08.14 the engine was off and we were sailing close hauled,

coming abeam Kerpenhir, with its wistful statue looking out to sua, at 08.33. Four more Six Metres were emerging

from the Morbihan, so a race meeting was obviously planned, and must have been a lovely sight, as the boats have

grace and power.

We came abeam Coemorant at 08.45 and tacked into the Auray river. The tides in the entrance have such a fierce

reputation, and indeed we had been spat out at a great speed, that although I had been somewhat nervous coming

back in, to enter at slack water, in a rather pedestrian way as we had done, was almost an anticlimax. I am

never satisfied it seems. It was a cold, grey, damp morning as we headed up river towards Auray. As the river

narrowed the wind became very fickle. At one moment you were becalmed, and in a few yards could be reaching fast.

The river was attractive, with some lovely houses, both modern and old, overlooking the lake and islands. Some

had huge picture windows to take advantage of the views, and private moorings to accomodate your yacht. We did

experience a few pangs of envy!

At 10.55 we landed at the tiny harbour of Port du Bono, where we went ashore for a coffee and a wander round.

It was a small undistinguished town, that seemed to have missed the tourist boom of nearby places, and consequently

prices were very cheap in shops and cafes. We calculated that there should now be plenty of water to reach Auray

comfortably, and set off at 12.15. The wind became even more fickle, coming from every direction, or from none.



Whenever we did get contant wind for five minutes, it was always from right ahead - of course! The river was 1
attractive, with plenty of wild life, including several herons standing patiently in the shallows watching for

an unwary fish. Several "chateau" were marked on the chart, but these were small manor houses, except for one

which looked like a fairytale chateau, with turrets and spires, and probably a moat too. We became very puzzled

that the tide now appeared to be ebbing quite strongly, much earlier than predicted. High water at the mouth was

scheduled for 12.55, and at that time the ebb was well set in higher up. We gave up the struggle to sail, and

motored in the final mile to Auray, tying up at St.Goustain at 13.20.

St.Goustain and Auray proved to be a tourists delight, with picturesque medaeval houses set on steep hillsides,

and a well preserved castle and grounds dominating the river. The only problem was the tourists! We enjoyed

walking round, admiring the views and the buildings, and buying provisions in the up-market shops on the hill,

sitting in a cafe and watching the bustling waterfront, and eating fresh bread and pate for lunch. After the

small towns, and even quieter beaches, it is something of a culture shock to be back in a crowd, and we were also

disconcerted to hear so many english voices. We were glad to have visited, but were not unhappy to set off once

more at 16.20 and head downstream under sail. The wind was still very flukey in the narrow river, but at least

the tide was with us, and passing the inlet for Ptde Bono at 16.59, we headed for an inlet which we had spotted

on the way up, and looked on the map to have possibilities.

At 17.40 we headed into the Anse de Moustoir, which became very shallow very quickly, until we were skimming

along with the plate fully up, grounding completely on thick, squidgy mud at 17.45. We tried the engine, but

did not move, and tried quanting with an oar, but it disappeared half. way up its length. It seemed that here

we were destined to stay, at least until the tide came in again. When the tide went down even further, we saw

that a deeper water channel was running not five yards from our muddy berth - so near and yet so far! We did

make a note of where to head for when.we floated off though. Supper was cooked and eaten, and we watched the

._waders on the mud flats, including a spoonbill, which delighted us. As we noticed little blowholes appearing in
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WEDNESDAY 19TH AUGUST AURAY RIVER TOWARDS ILE D'ARZ

j 0.55 Shipping for-cast Biscay Variable 3 becoming southerly. Fair. Moderate.

After a Lie-in we got up to see where we had landed eventually. We were in a narrow creek, with a few houses on

the top of the banks, and a motley assortment of small boats in the water. -wo rmen launched a dinghy and paddled

across the creek, laying out a net, and half an hour later they pulled it in, with a few fish netted for their

efforts. It was hard to rouse ourselves to action in this peaceful spot, but at 10.32 we let go the mooring and

sailed off towards the river. We had no definite plan for the day - we would sail around and stop somewhere

that took our fancy - and enjoy another hot, sunny day too.

At 12.12 we were past the end of Ile Berder, where the whirlpools and overfalls even on this day with little win:

seemed quite dramatic, and gave notice of the scene in more turbulent conditions. mou cou1d imagine how mythsIal( legends or .a onste-rs grew, with the water tugging at the tiat and t} wing thf bow about..

3 wa-,i.s thioe->n tf the lie aux Moines, a vedette ( tourinst 2at) cme paSt .t g' sp<d, cusing .LigK. m -uking

WeIV'S, ar.a onle raoke :into the cockpit, soaking everything aout. skipper. are notr rintrbe in a

log! Except for the close encounter, the rest f the mornlng wa. atil, win mlue water, green woodoi

is!ands, and sun - lovely! By 12.59 we were abeam trhe Pte de.s.?ecau' t at h*-re rt',r-wkst corner of the Ile de

Moines, where the tide was sluicing through very hard in a narrw charinni. The wind was a pleasant westerly 2,

and it was sunny, becoming hotter as the day progresse1d. We rounded the point, and found the last vacant berth

in the lie de Moines marina where we could tie up for a couple of hours to explore the end of the island.

-mis was n .c-rerecial island in the Morbihan, with a small marina and yacht moorings, hotels and shops,

but it was still rnav a village, and once outside there were quiet beaches- and unspoilt woods and fields.

When we arrived back at our berth we found that a 45 foot British boat, manned by young men with loud voices and
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THURSDAY 20TH AUGUST ILE D'ARZ TOWARDS VANNES

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay Variable 3 or 4. Mainly fair. Moderate / good, with fog patches in north.

Our last morning sailing! We were anxious to avoid another early morning struggle if the tide did not rise to

the evening level, so at 07.00 we hauled into deeper water, and lay at anchor to pack up. At 08.02 we brought

the anchor up, and then sailed gently to windward fruitlessly trying to de-weed the hairy anchor rope, and also

to clean the gritty foredeck, wash our muddy boots etc. Finally we set a course between Ile de Leru and the

Grand Rohu beacon, having to clear the plate and rudder of weed regularly. The Grand Rohu beacon was a favourite

perch for guillemots and other sea birds, who remained quite impassive as we sailed past. At 09.34 we went

through the narrows between the Ile du Passage and Le Pechit ou Senage. There were many small sailing cruisers

moored here, but none with sails on, and we wondered if by having a "sailing" cruiser as a fishing craft they

might be exempt from motor boat licences. There seemed no other reason why people would not otherwise buy a

straightforward motor boat if they were not going to sail. At 09.49 we turned back. The river was wide, and

quite sailable, but fairly featureless and dull, and we prefered the islands. At 10.00 we were sailing back

through the narrows, with the wind SE 2, and the sun giving indication of another lovely day.

When navigating among the islands, there are so many of them, of all shaped and sizes, and when sailing with the

tide you pass very rapidly, so you need to keep a careful count of where you are. We knew that the lock to

Vannes did not open until 15.30, and decided to sail round examining some more of the Morbihan before we left.

At 10.41 Billerve buoy was abeam to port, and at 11.07 Pte de Leos cardinal buoy was abeam. We sailed between

3Ile Piren and Ile Mouchot, where it was very shallow, with many stakes. The water was clear, and the seaweed

and rocks provided a spectacular underwater view. We had mentally noted the Iles Droneg as a possible landing

when we passed them yesterday, so as we approached at 12.00 we decided to stop for lunch and a swim. However,

with the tide now low they appeared surrounded by rocks, and some very shallow channels filled with oyster beds.



Having completed a circumnavigation, we decided this was not for us, and sailed on towards Ile D'Arz once more.

At 12.30 we sailed across a wide shallow bay to land on a sandy beach at the northern end of the island, and pulled

the boat ashore. We then discovered to our delight, from watching other people, that the bay had cockles galore

to be gathered, so Robin was soon at work with his bucket, and in no time had enough for a good helping for us

both. We had only eaten cockles in vinegar before, as that is the only way we can buy them at home, and fresh

cockles had been a real joy to discover. I lay sunbathing and reading in the boat while the cockle hunt took

place, and watched the French families come for a swim after their lunch. We sailed off of the beach at 14.30,

with a large bucket of cockles in water wedged by the mast.

At last we were heading for our last port. As we sailed along I swam behind the boat on the end of a rope, and

was surprised to find how fast the boat seemed to go when I was swimming to keep up with it. It was really scorching,

and although the water was very cold, it was lovely to cool off, and then drip dry in the sunshine.

We passed the Vannes channel buoy number 4 at 15.15, and approached the lock at 15.32. There were plenty of large

boats moored waiting, and as we came to the lock the first boats came through the other way, so we only had a

short wait. The marina was busy, and we were directed to moor on the visitors pontoon. We were not happy about

this, because of the particular size and shape of our boat, and the tent constraints, and managed to convince the

harbour master that we were a "special case" after a while, so he allowed us to move to a finger pontoon - the -

exact spot we had started from! There on the shore were the car and trailer, just where we had left them, and

ahead of us time to pack up before treating ourselves to a final meal ashore. Things did not work out quite

as planned, however.
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4EPILOGUE

We had come nearly to the end of a lovely holiday, and all that now remained was to load up and return to England.

Our car and trailer were waiting, and although covered with a months dust and grime, were undamaged. There was

a problem though, as we discovered on the Th:dfiay evening - the car would not start. Putting it down to a simple

flat battery, and Imowing we carried jump leads, we decided to forget the problem for the evening, and in the morning

it would either have gone away miraculously, or we would enlist help. We treated ourselves to an excellent

meal in a restaurant recommended by some nearby sailors, pnd walked round Vannes by night, admiring the beautiful

gardens under the town walls, which are floodlit.

In the morning Robin and I tackled the problem of the car. A friendly Frenchman obliged with his car to take

l.5 our jump leads from, and after a struggle our car started. Unfortunately, as soon as the engine was switched off

it refused to restart. I looked for another willing motorist on which to try my halting French to plead for

help, and yet another Frenchman agreed. This time, however, despite several attempts, and almost succeeding in

melting the jump leads, there was no luck. We decided to have one more try, asking the biggest, most powerful

car which came near, before resorting to a garage. The huge Volvo estate happened to be English, and it worked!

Rather than risk stopping again, Robin said he would give it a long run to charge the battery up, and when he came

back we would drive to visit Carnac by day. I went back to the boat and tidied up, and then waited for Robins

return. I waited, and waited, and waited. At last, a bright red, sweating Robin puffed up, with the news

that 5 miles out of town, as he was turning to comie back, the car had stalled and would not restart. He had

run it down into a nearby campsite, and walked back. Our next stop was the tourist information centre, to get

the names of garages to help, but we then found that as it was Friday morning, garages rung by the assistant were

t 9 oo busy, and as it was Saturday the next day, suggested coming out on Monday. Our ferry would have gone by
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then, and we were starting to panic. Eventually a haulage firm was found, who would tow it in, and take it to

a firm of electrical specialists, although there was no guarantee it would be dealt with straight away. The

"depanneur" picked us up in town, and took us to the campsite, where our car was loaded up. We then found a

wonderful ally in the manageress of the campsite. When she realised our predicament, she harangued the driver

until he almost begged for mercy, insisting that we were visitors to France, and he must see our motor was fixed

without delay. She was a formidable lady, and he seemed glad to escape, but he did pass on the message to the

engineer, who agreed to help at once. We then phoned Euroassistance to sort out payment, and they seemed

surprised we had done so much by ourselves. Anyway, the episode had a happy ending. A new battery did the

trick, and we were relieved to be on our way. Before we left, towing our much travelled Wayfarer behind us

once more, we took a bottle of wine to our helpful campsite owner, and then stocked up with crabs and other

seafood to bring home, which the obliging fishmonger packed in layers of ice in a huge polystyrene container,

that was then tied into the boat. He even gave us some seaweed to decorate the plates when we served it'.

From then it was back to spend the night in Rennes before travelling to Cherbourg, Portsmouth and home. The

weather broke that night, and England welcomed us with a deluge.

Brittany proved a superb Wayfarer cruising ground, with something to slut all styles. You could spend every

night in a marina, or never go near one. There were sandy beaches, rocky coves, fierce tides, canals, rivers

and islands. We found that we turned native very quickly. We abandoned our usual mileage rates, and food

became an obsession with us, as it is with the French - someone told us that work was something the French did to

fill the time between meals. If you enjoy good food, especially seafood, french bread, and camenbert cheese,

then Brittany will suit you - just relax, and enjoy it, and I hope you find the Bretons as kind and hospitable as

we did. We have already decided - we are going back next year!



E IUPMN TAKEN-

Boat equipment Navigation and safety

Main anchor with chain and warp, on drum. 2 lifejackets.

Kedge anchor and warp. Pack of flares.

Long mooring lines. First aid kit.

3 inflatable boat rollers, doubling as fenders. Log book.

2 oars plus rowlocks. Charts - Admiralty charts bought in UA plus French chart P3165

Outboard engine on home made removeable pad. Pilot books - North Biscay Pilot (Adlard Coles)

2 buckets. - French Pilot 3 (Robson)

Dinghy tent and poles in bags. Silva Compass.

Ensign and staff fitted on rudder stock. Parallel rules, dividers.

Mainsail with two rows of slab reefing. Torches.

Genoa, jib, spinnaker. Foghorn.

Sail repair kit. Radio.

Fibreglass repair kit. Binoculars.

Tool kit. Courtesy flag.

Spare fittings.

Pump. Cooking

Lightweight flat nylon day cover. 2 x 2-gallon water bottles.

Spare rope, shock cords. 2 burner gaz stove with Gaz 907 bottle.

Gaz lantern. Cutlery, plates, glasses.

Nesting cooking pans, minimal utensils, chopping board.



_ ersonal gear

S] eping bigs in waterproof bags.

5arrimats in waterproof bags.

Oilskins, boots, clothes.

ashking kit, towels.

Camera, lenses, film. _
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,,pare wheel and bearings.

Number board. I
§a sports, currency, ferry tickets.

£E1 , plus personal holiday insurance.

:oEit documents (Small ships register), boat insurance, RYA helmsmans certificate.

ireen card, driving licence, maps.


